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when the user turns the computer on, the operating system first checks to see if the
device has a standard vga mode. if the device does not have a standard vga mode, the
operating system will install a standard vga mode driver. the operating system uses the
standard vga mode driver if the user has not manually changed the device to a different

mode. if the device already has a different mode, the operating system uses the mode the
device is currently using. the operating system only installs a standard vga mode driver if
the computer has an ati or nvidia graphics card. if the user has installed a new video card
that does not support the standard vga mode, the operating system continues to use the
standard vga mode driver. the operating system installs a standard vga mode driver if the

user has installed a new video card that supports the standard vga mode, but the user
has not changed the device to use the standard vga mode. this can occur if the user

installs a new video card and then has to go through the steps in this article to change the
mode to the standard vga mode. the operating system does not install a standard vga

mode driver if the user has not installed a new video card that supports the standard vga
mode. the operating system displays a message informing the user that the operating

system needs to install a standard vga mode driver. the operating system installs a
standard vga mode driver if the user has manually changed the device to a different

mode. the operating system displays a message informing the user that the operating
system has successfully installed a standard vga mode driver for the device.
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a software package can also automatically install and update your
graphics adapter drivers. the package for windows 10 is called

windows 10 anniversary update windows 10 anniversary update and
the package for windows 7, windows 8 and windows 8.1 is called
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windows 7 windows 8. a hardware problem can also cause the display
adapter to be disabled. this can be caused by a faulty graphics

adapter, a defective or incompatible motherboard, or a damaged
power supply. a motherboard that has no video output ports and a

broken video card can cause the system to display a message on the
screen saying that the driver for the video card is not installed. the
only solution is to replace the motherboard, or, if you have spare

video cards, to install the missing video card in the motherboard. i
was under the impression that sysprep /generalize /oobe would force
windows to look in it's driver store when the image was being applied.
though the ati driver is clearly in the driver store, windows ignores it.
when the build completes, i go in the device manager right click the
standard vga under display and perform a search automatically for

updated driver software which then installs the ati driver no problem.
all graphics adapters have the same basic capabilities. they all have a

turbo setting. this is intended to boost graphics performance to get
more frames per second and thus give you an edge over the other

players. however, when youre using pci-e video cards, this is usually
pointless. the reason is that most modern games use the gpu to
render graphics, not the cpu. so, turbo doesnt add any benefit.

however, if youre using a agp video card, this setting will speed up
your game, especially if youre running full-screen games. 5ec8ef588b
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